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Technology trends
in focus
Latest developments in high-tech
horticulture to come under the
microscope at Smart Horticulture Asia
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After all, the basic principle of vertical
farming is that it takes place in a fully
controlled greenhouse.
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play an important role in this respect:
Sensoring and Vision: there are more and
more possibilities these days for the
collection

of

information

(data/characteristics/KPIs) in relation to
the cultivation environment, the crop and
even the ‘well-being’ of individual plants.
Data

interoperability:

standardisation

and technology developments such as
blockchain make it increasingly easy to
store and connect this data.
Artificial Intelligence: the power of our
modern-day computers is unprecedented.
This means that hundreds of options and
models can be calculated in milliseconds in
order to make the best decision.
These themes are therefore central to the
programme of Smart Horticulture Asia.
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